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QUALITY, SERVICE, EXPERTISE
For more than 25 years, NICCO has been setting the industry benchmark for the design and manufacture of custom-made timber windows and doors of exceptional quality.
Read More
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NICCO Products
NICCO specialises in manufacturing custom-made timber windows and doors delivered to the highest standards of timber craftsmanship. Able to manufacture traditional, contemporary and heritage designs, our work is specified across the Architecture, Design and Construction industries and regularly features in award-winning architectural projects, both commercial and residential.
[image: Timber Doors in Sydney]Doors
Designed for a variety of applications, NICCO timber doors are manufactured from select grade timbers sourced from Australia’s leading suppliers. Thanks to our careful selection of section sizes and joinery methods, a NICCO made door is made to last.
View Doors


[image: Timber Windows in Sydney]Windows
NICCO’s commitment to expert craftsmanship and sustainable design enables us to produce timber windows which not only look great but are energy efficient and long-lasting. Our team works closely with you to deliver a solution to meet your needs.
View Windows


[image: Timber Shutters in Sydney]Shutters
The NICCO range of external shutters are designed with form and functionality in mind. Providing excellent solar control, NICCO external shutters are available in a range of timber types which complement both traditional and contemporary architecture.
View Shutters
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Why NICCO?
NICCO has been setting the industry benchmark in design and workmanship for over 25 years. Specialising in creating custom-made timber windows and doors, the secret to our longevity is care, service and proven industry expertise.

Our clients rely on us to consistently deliver quality products to the highest standards. From concept through to manufacture, we work closely with them to not only understand the requirements of each project, but to understand their challenges and solve problems to deliver the best solution to meet the brief.

Our dedication to quality, innovation and best-practice has seen us become more than just a supplier to leading architects, builders and designers, we are their trusted partner.
Learn More




[image: ]Get in touch
For more than 25 years, NICCO has been setting the industry benchmark for the design and manufacture of custom-made timber windows and doors of exceptional quality.
Contact


What our clients say....

Robert Plumb
Director

“Efficiency across the board and communication is important. Having a dedicated Account Manager and good team you can just deal with, makes the process easy.”



CHBR
Director

“I give NICCO 10 out of 10 for customer service – they consistently exceed my expectations and have raised the bar for all suppliers that I deal with.”



Horizon
Managing Director 

“NICCO share our values of trust, experience, expertise and open communication, and are a great fit within our team. They are easy to manage, and a pleasure to work with.”



Robert Plumb
Director

“Working with NICCO is easy and assists us to be more efficient with our management. We know if we get told we're going to get something at a certain time, we’ll get it.”



Rosevear Architects
Partner

“We always get outstanding quality products, and their project management and production processes are very smooth… we find NICCO brings a level of experience that is extremely valuable to our clients.”



Building Partners
Director

“We work with NICCO on an ongoing basis – hardly a week goes by where they’re not doing a project for us. They are very much our preferred supplier for timber joinery.”



Fox Johnston
Associate

“Having worked with NICCO previously, I know their work to be of a high quality and ability to produce both the intricacy of the old heritage work, and the new contemporary elements.”



AJP Constructions
Director

“I’ve been using NICCO for years. They always come through and exceed their promises.”



Rosevear Architects
Partner

“NICCO has excellent customer service. They understand our industry and I feel comfortable calling them for project support – I know they will deliver expert advice and guidance.”



CHBR
Director

“NICCO delivers high quality service and workmanship… They go out of their way to accommodate unique requirements and are always willing to consult on the best way to complete a project.”



Fox Johnston
Associate

“NICCO can handle working to the highest precision, and across a range of needs. They will also contribute to design resolution, providing advice on ways to execute your design intent.”



 Robert Plumb
Director

“Good outcomes come down to good people. We try to surround ourselves with good people whether it’s our suppliers, our sub-contractor, the architects we work with and clients we work for.”



Rosevear Architects
Partner

“Because of their long family history in the trade and use of traditional joinery methods, NICCO can tackle more complex architectural projects.”



Horizon
Managing Director

“We have been working with NICCO for more than a decade and know we are going to get exceptional value throughout the process – from solid pre-construction advice, quick turnaround, a superior quality product, and great value for money.”







“Efficiency across the board and communication is important. Having a dedicated Account Manager and good team you can just deal with, makes the process easy.”




“I give NICCO 10 out of 10 for customer service – they consistently exceed my expectations and have raised the bar for all suppliers that I deal with.”




“NICCO share our values of trust, experience, expertise and open communication, and are a great fit within our team. They are easy to manage, and a pleasure to work with.”




“Working with NICCO is easy and assists us to be more efficient with our management. We know if we get told we're going to get something at a certain time, we’ll get it.”




“We always get outstanding quality products, and their project management and production processes are very smooth… we find NICCO brings a level of experience that is extremely valuable to our clients.”




“We work with NICCO on an ongoing basis – hardly a week goes by where they’re not doing a project for us. They are very much our preferred supplier for timber joinery.”




“Having worked with NICCO previously, I know their work to be of a high quality and ability to produce both the intricacy of the old heritage work, and the new contemporary elements.”




“I’ve been using NICCO for years. They always come through and exceed their promises.”




“NICCO has excellent customer service. They understand our industry and I feel comfortable calling them for project support – I know they will deliver expert advice and guidance.”




“NICCO delivers high quality service and workmanship… They go out of their way to accommodate unique requirements and are always willing to consult on the best way to complete a project.”




“NICCO can handle working to the highest precision, and across a range of needs. They will also contribute to design resolution, providing advice on ways to execute your design intent.”




“Good outcomes come down to good people. We try to surround ourselves with good people whether it’s our suppliers, our sub-contractor, the architects we work with and clients we work for.”




“Because of their long family history in the trade and use of traditional joinery methods, NICCO can tackle more complex architectural projects.”




“We have been working with NICCO for more than a decade and know we are going to get exceptional value throughout the process – from solid pre-construction advice, quick turnaround, a superior quality product, and great value for money.”














Horizon

“We have been working with NICCO for more than a decade and know we are going to get exceptional value throughout the process – from solid pre-construction advice, quick turnaround, a superior quality product, and great value for money.”
David Moses
-
Managing Director




Rosevear Architects

“Because of their long family history in the trade and use of traditional joinery methods, NICCO can tackle more complex architectural projects.”
Martin Stephenson
-
Partner




 Robert Plumb

“Good outcomes come down to good people. We try to surround ourselves with good people whether it’s our suppliers, our sub-contractor, the architects we work with and clients we work for.”
Bill Clifton
-
Director




Fox Johnston

“NICCO can handle working to the highest precision, and across a range of needs. They will also contribute to design resolution, providing advice on ways to execute your design intent.”
Alan Powell
-
Associate




CHBR

“NICCO delivers high quality service and workmanship… They go out of their way to accommodate unique requirements and are always willing to consult on the best way to complete a project.”
Simon Haralambopoulos
-
Director




Rosevear Architects

“NICCO has excellent customer service. They understand our industry and I feel comfortable calling them for project support – I know they will deliver expert advice and guidance.”
Martin Stephenson
-
Partner




AJP Constructions

“I’ve been using NICCO for years. They always come through and exceed their promises.”
Andrew Payton
-
Director




Fox Johnston

“Having worked with NICCO previously, I know their work to be of a high quality and ability to produce both the intricacy of the old heritage work, and the new contemporary elements.”
Alan Powell
-
Associate




Building Partners

“We work with NICCO on an ongoing basis – hardly a week goes by where they’re not doing a project for us. They are very much our preferred supplier for timber joinery.”
Viv Weatherall
-
Director




Rosevear Architects

“We always get outstanding quality products, and their project management and production processes are very smooth… we find NICCO brings a level of experience that is extremely valuable to our clients.”
Martin Stephenson
-
Partner




Robert Plumb

“Working with NICCO is easy and assists us to be more efficient with our management. We know if we get told we're going to get something at a certain time, we’ll get it.”
Bill Clifton
-
Director




Horizon

“NICCO share our values of trust, experience, expertise and open communication, and are a great fit within our team. They are easy to manage, and a pleasure to work with.”
David Moses
-
Managing Director 




CHBR

“I give NICCO 10 out of 10 for customer service – they consistently exceed my expectations and have raised the bar for all suppliers that I deal with.”
Simon Haralambopoulos
-
Director




Robert Plumb

“Efficiency across the board and communication is important. Having a dedicated Account Manager and good team you can just deal with, makes the process easy.”
Bill Clifton
-
Director







 Follow us on Instagram @niccotimberwindows
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